A review on Manugraph presence across the world
At various exhibitions

Print Pack 2009: New Delhi on January 18 – 23

The visibility of Manugraph began in the first half of the year at the Print
Pack. Exhibition which was a great success with
•
•
•

Live demonstration of the latest launched Cityline Express with UV
a great saving potential substitute against the heatset press
Publicity of the Hiline Express , an upgraded 3 forme roller version
of the already existing Hiline
Introducing Smartline the new born baby of the Manugraph
stable of products as well as the Double width machine sector of
Indian printing machines with ultimate speed of 70000 cph
amounting to 140000 copies at an hour go

Publish Asia and IFRA 2009: Chennai September 23 – 25
Success of the exhibition was well visible from serious enquiries across
various Indian and overseas visitors on the products introduced during Print
Pack. Recession period has been wisely utilized analyzing cost effective
options in printing solutions and the decisions of the manufactures were well
planned in this direction. This resulted bagging the big order of the new
born Smart line by Malayala Manorama. The group had been forerunners of
Manugraph range of products right from the first Coroset to the recent
completed Frontline installations. Manorama prefers sailing with Manugraph
since the inception of the Company and has often given a chance for
indigenous R&D to prove its mettle for a competitive industry like Printing
Machine manufacturing Sector.
IFRA Expo 2009: Vienna, Austria October 12 – 15
Some 6,700 visitors from 78 countries visited the four-day IFRA Expo
2009, the world’s largest trade fair for the newspaper industry. It is safe

to say that the number of participants exceeded expectations, and it is
gratifying that, in the midst of a global economic crisis, that so many people
chose to make the trip to Vienna. The industry seems responding well to
the changing media landscape, and seeking solutions, both technical and
strategic, to ensure profitability in the years ahead, in print and online. For
Manugraph the show was an opportunity to plan with the European partners
for the expected forward movement post the recession.

Print Expo 2009: Johannesburg, Africa October 20 – 23
The simultaneous screening of three exhibitions Proplas, Propak & Print
Expo seem to have received a great response with visitors across the world.
A common thread was the quality of visitors from not only South Africa but
the continent as a whole. Identified as a growth market for most European
manufacturers, the African visitors did not disappoint. Traditional markets
in the rest of the world are saturated and Africa, especially South Africa
has become far more attractive as an area for expansion. Though the Print
Expo was a catalogue show discussions were on from serious customers from
neighboring countries like Botswana, Zimbabwe, and Lesotho etc. For
Manugraph the exhibition worked as platform for visibility in the new
emerging market. With strong presence of Manugraph in Tanzania, Kenya ,
Nigeria & South Africa the hope of getting into this seriously growing
market is expected to be fruitful beginning 2010 .

